Abstract-Two general approaches have been proposed for deadlock handling in wormhole networks. Traditionally, deadlockavoidance strategies have been used. In this case, either routing is restricted so that there are no cyclic dependencies between channels or cyclic dependencies between channels are allowed provided that there are some escape paths to avoid deadlock. More recently, deadlock recovery strategies have begun to gain acceptance. These strategies allow the use of unrestricted fully adaptive routing, usually outperforming deadlock avoidance techniques. However, they require a deadlock detection mechanism and a deadlock recovery mechanism that is able to recover from deadlocks faster than they occur. In particular, progressive deadlock recovery techniques are very attractive because they allocate a few dedicated resources to quickly deliver deadlocked messages, instead of killing them. Unfortunately, distributed deadlock detection is usually based on crude time-outs, which detect many false deadlocks. As a consequence, messages detected as deadlocked may saturate the bandwidth offered by recovery resources, thus degrading performance. Additionally, the threshold required by the detection mechanism (the time-out) strongly depends on network load, which is not known in advance at the design stage. This limits the applicability of deadlock recovery on actual networks. In this paper, we propose a novel distributed deadlock detection mechanism that uses only local information, detects all the deadlocks, considerably reduces the probability of false deadlock detection over previously proposed techniques, and is not significantly affected by variations in message length and/or message destination distribution.
INTRODUCTION
W ORMHOLE [7] has become the most widely used switching technique for multicomputers [3] , distributed shared-memory multiprocessors [20] , [12] , and it is also being used for clusters of workstations [6] , [10] . Wormhole switching does not require large buffers in the routers through which messages are routed. It also makes the message latency largely insensitive to the distance in the network. See [9] for a detailed analysis of wormhole switching.
Much research effort has gone into dealing with the interconnection network deadlock problem. A deadlock in an interconnection network occurs when some packets cannot advance toward their destination because all of them request and hold resources in cyclic fashion. In wormhole switching, buffers are relatively small, being more deadlock-prone than other switching techniques. There are three strategies for deadlock handling [9] : deadlock prevention, deadlock avoidance, and deadlock recovery. Deadlock prevention incress significant overhead and is only used in circuit switching.
In deadlock avoidance, resources are requested as packets advance, but routing is restricted in such a way that there are no cyclic dependencies between channels [7] .
A more efficient approach consists of allowing the existence of cyclic dependencies between channels while providing some escape paths to avoid deadlock, therefore increasing routing flexibility [8] .
Deadlock recovery strategies allow the use of unrestricted fully adaptive routing, potentially outperforming deadlock avoidance techniques. However, these strategies require a deadlock detection mechanism and a deadlock recovery mechanism that is able to recover from deadlocks. If a deadlock is detected, the recovery mechanism is triggered, resolving the deadlock. Progressive recovery techniques deallocate buffer resources from other "normal" packets and reassign them to deadlocked packets for quick delivery. Disha [1] and the software-based [15] strategies are examples of this approach. Regressive techniques deallocate resources from deadlocked packets by killing and later reinjecting them at the original source router (i.e., abort-and-retry) [11] , [17] .
The frequency of packets recovering from deadlock plays an important role when considering the deadlock handling mechanism. In [16] , it was shown that deadlocks rarely occur when sufficient routing freedom is provided, but are more likely to occur when the network is close to or beyond saturation. Moreover, the use of techniques that avoid network saturation such as the message injection limitation mechanisms proposed in [14] , [4] , [5] reduces the probability of deadlock to negligible levels, even when fully adaptive routing is used with only a few virtual channels. These results suggest that deadlock recovery techniques can be more effective than avoidance techniques because it is more worthwhile to use the available resources to supply unrestricted fully adaptive routing than to avoid deadlocks that seldom occur.
The deadlock detection mechanism is a key design issue in any deadlock recovery scheme. The main goal of the deadlock detection mechanism is to realize this infrequent occurrence of deadlock by detecting almost only true deadlocks, not congestion disguised as "false" deadlock. This effectively allows a variety of deadlock recovery techniques to be viable.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Besides detecting all true deadlocks and detecting as few false deadlocks as possible, a deadlock detection mechanism should have two important features. First, it should be simple, not adding needless complexity to the network that could reduce performance and/or increase cost. Second, it should be implemented as a distributed mechanism, working only with local information available at each router. Note that deadlocks usually occur when (part of) the network is fully congested. Therefore, it is not a good idea to use remote information to detect deadlocks because such a strategy would increase congestion even more.
Several heuristic distributed deadlock detection mechanisms have been proposed in the literature. In [17] , a packet is considered to be deadlocked when the time since it was injected is longer than a threshold. In [11] , a deadlock is detected if the time since the last flit was injected exceeds a threshold. In both cases, deadlocks are detected at the source router. On the other hand, in Disha [1] , [2] , deadlocks are detected at the router containing the header by measuring the time that the header is blocked comparing it with a threshold.
Previously proposed distributed deadlock detection mechanisms do not detect deadlocks immediately. Also, they may indicate that a packet is deadlocked when it is simply waiting for a channel occupied by a long packet (i.e., false deadlock detection). Moreover, when several packets form a deadlocked configuration, it is sufficient to release the buffer occupied by only one of the packets to break the deadlock. However, because heuristic detection mechanisms operate locally and in parallel, several routers may detect deadlock concurrently and release several buffers in the same deadlocked configuration. In the worst case, it may happen that all the packets involved in a deadlock release the buffers they occupy. These overheads suggest that deadlock recovery-based routing can benefit from highly selective deadlock detection mechanisms.
The most important limitation of previously proposed heuristic deadlock detection mechanisms arises when packets have different lengths. The optimal value of the time-out for deadlock detection heavily depends on packet length unless some type of physical channel monitoring of neighboring routers is implemented. When a packet is blocked, waiting for channels occupied by long packets, the selected value for the time-out should be high in order to minimize false-deadlock detection. As a consequence, deadlocked packets have to wait for long until deadlock is detected. In these situations, latency becomes much less predictable. The poor behavior of current deadlock detection mechanisms considerably limits the practical applicability of deadlock recovery techniques.
In [15] , we proposed a deadlock detection technique based on monitoring the activity of all the physical output channels that can be used by a given blocked message. It considerably reduced the number of false deadlock detections over crude time-outs. However, this mechanism was still sensitive to message length.
In this paper, we propose a novel mechanism for deadlock detection. The proposed technique is neither significantly affected by the message destination address, nor the message length. In addition, it better distinguishes among true deadlocked messages and messages blocked for long, releasing only the buffer occupied by one of the packets that causes deadlock in most cases. The main contribution of the paper is the proposal of a deadlock detection mechanism that considerably reduces the probability of false deadlock detection over previously proposed techniques, thus taking advantage of the infrequency of actual deadlocks. Thus, it effectively enables the use of simple deadlock recovery techniques and the exploitation of the flexibility provided by true fully adaptive routing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sections 3 and 4 present the ideas the proposed mechanism is based on and some implementation issues, respectively. In Section 5, we formally prove that the mechanism is able to detect all true deadlocks. Section 6 presents an indepth evaluation of the mechanism, comparing it with previous proposals. Finally, in Section 7, some conclusions are drawn.
FC3D: FLOW CONTROL-BASED DISTRIBUTED DEADLOCK DETECTION MECHANISM
The basic idea for the deadlock detection mechanism is as follows: When several messages block waiting for resources occupied by a message that is advancing, those messages form a tree (possibly with only one branch). The message that is advancing is the root of the tree. When the root releases the resources occupied by it, then the remaining messages will be able to advance and there is no deadlock. However, if the root blocks waiting for resources occupied by another message in the tree, then a deadlock occurs. Therefore, a deadlock detection mechanism should propagate information along the branches of the tree of blocked messages indicating that there is no deadlock. However, if the root message blocks, it should be able to detect whether the requested resource is held by another message in the tree. The mechanism described above requires sending information along the channels occupied by messages in the tree. We propose a heuristic scheme that does not propagate that information. Instead, it uses the information provided by the flow control signals already used by the switching technique: If a message blocks waiting for resources occupied by a blocked message, it should not detect deadlock because the latter message is not the root of the tree. However, if a message blocks waiting for resources occupied by a nonblocked message which later becomes blocked, it should detect deadlock because the latter message could be the root. As the mechanism is distributed and uses the information provided by flow control, it is referred to as Flow Control-based Distributed Deadlock Detection mechanism (FCDDD or FC3D). Let us show how this heuristic scheme works by using some examples.
Consider the configuration shown in Fig. 1a . Message B is not marked as deadlocked because message A is advancing. Message A is in the root position of the tree. When message C requests a channel occupied by message B, it detects that B is not advancing. Message B was already blocked when C arrived. Thus, there is no need to mark C as deadlocked because there is another message that blocked previously. The same happens with message D. Hence, no deadlock is detected.
Consider now, that message A advances and requests the channel occupied by D (Fig. 1b) . In this case, a true deadlock is formed. As stated above, neither message C nor message D will become eligible to recover from deadlock although they are involved in the deadlock. Message A will not detect deadlock either, because message D was blocked prior to its arrival. Thus, the deadlock should be detected by message B. Remember that when message B arrived at the router currently storing its header, the message (A) using the channel it requested was advancing. When A blocks and the time that message B is waiting exceeds a given threshold, a deadlock will be detected and the recovery mechanism will be triggered only in the router containing the header of B (Fig. 1c) . As a consequence, the deadlock is removed (Fig. 1d) .
Consider again the configuration shown in Fig. 1b . Assume now, that message A has a different destination, does not block on a channel occupied by message D, and leaves the channels it occupied, and that a newly arrived message E occupies that channel. Consider also that E requests a channel occupied by D. Again, a true deadlock is formed, as shown in Fig. 2a . The deadlock should be detected again by message B because it requested a channel occupied by a message (A) that was advancing. Now, message E replaced message A, thus becoming the root of the tree. When E blocks, message B should trigger the recovery mechanism (Fig. 2b) .
However, this is not enough. As shown in Fig. 3 , another message F may appear in the scenario after recovering from deadlock, acquiring the channel that message B has just freed. If this message requests a channel occupied by message E, another deadlock is formed (Fig. 3a) . Also, when message F blocks, message E was already blocked. Thus, message F will not detect the deadlock. To solve this situation, when the first flit of F is transmitted across the channel requested by message C, this message detects the transmission and labels message F as the root. Thus, when message F blocks and a new deadlock is reached, message C will now detect deadlock and trigger the recovery mechanism (Fig. 3b) .
Moreover, it may happen that the root message frees the channels it occupied. Then, the message that is waiting for resources occupied by the root should become the new root of the tree of blocked messages. Fig. 4 illustrates this case. Message A is blocked by message G, which is the root message (Fig. 4a) . Then, messages B, C, and D appear into the scenario (Fig. 4b) . Finally, message G frees the channel it occupied. Thus, message A is the new root. When A advances and requests a channel used by message D, a deadlock is reached (Fig. 4c) . As message B is waiting for a channel occupied by the root of the tree of blocked messages, it should trigger the recovery mechanism (Fig. 4d) .
It may also happen that several messages involved in a deadlock block simultaneously (Fig. 5 ). This figure shows how messages concurrently advance until they simultaneously block and form a deadlock. In this case, deadlock is detected by several messages because they are blocked by another message that is still advancing. Though recovery is invoked, the overhead is greater than in the other cases. This case is expected to be very infrequent because it requires several messages arriving simultaneously. This is almost impossible in a congested network because most channels are busy and, as indicated in [16] , most deadlocks occur when the network is saturated.
Several trees of blocked messages may exist at a given time, and the root messages of some trees may block waiting for resources occupied by messages in other trees. This case has the same consequence as when several messages block simultaneously: More than a single message will be labeled as deadlocked.
When several virtual channels per physical channel are considered, a deadlock can only occur when every virtual channel in each physical channel involved in the deadlocked configuration is busy. This is true only if the routing algorithm uses all the virtual channels in the same way, as is the case for true fully adaptive routing [16] , [15] . Therefore, the deadlock detection hardware should only work when all the virtual channels in a given physical channel are busy.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FC3D MECHANISM
Assuming that true fully adaptive routing is used, the proposed deadlock detection mechanism can be implemented as follows ( DT (Deadlock Threshold). The counter is incremented every clock cycle that the channel is idle but not free (i.e., it stores flits of a blocked message). Thus, the counter contains the number of cycles that this channel remains inactive. This value is continuously compared with two thresholds, u1 and u2 (u1 << u2). If the counter value is greater than threshold u1, the I flag will be set. If the counter value is greater than threshold u2, the DT flag will be set. The counter and the flags are reset when a flit is transmitted across the physical channel.
Note that a physical channel may be split into several virtual channels, but remember that this implementation assumes that all the virtual channels in each physical channel can be used in the same way, which is the case for true fully adaptive routing [16] , [15] , as mentioned above. Also, note that the counter is only incremented if at least one virtual channel is occupied by a message. The threshold u1 is set to a very low value. Thus, the I flag will be set as soon as none of the messages is advancing across the associated channel. This flag is used for the purpose of testing if the messages occupying the channels requested by a newly arrived message are already blocked. In other words, by testing the I flags, the router knows whether the newly arrived message is the first one in a branch of the tree of blocked messages. The result of this test is stored into another one-bit flag referred to as GP (Generate/Propagate), which is associated with each physical input channel. The threshold u2 will be used to detect deadlocked messages. The value of u2 must be properly tuned to achieve the best results (see Section 6).
This hardware works as follows: On the first unsuccessful attempt at routing a message, if any virtual channel of the physical input channel containing the message header is free, then this message cannot produce deadlock yet. Thus, the GP flag is set to P . This is the flag value that prevents deadlock detection. On the contrary, if all the virtual channels of the physical input channel are busy (i.e., the current message is the latest one in arriving across the physical channel), the I flags for all the requested output channels are tested. There are two cases:
1. If one or more I flags are not set, it means that some messages are advancing across the corresponding channels. Thus, the GP flag is set to G, indicating that those messages could be the root of the tree of blocked messages. 2. If all I flags are set (I ¼ 1), it means that the corresponding channels are busy and the messages occupying them are already blocked. A possible deadlock may be forming, but the current message is not waiting on the root of the tree. Thus, the GP flag is set to P . For every unsuccessful successive attempt at routing the blocked message, the DT flags associated with all the requested output channels and the GP flag associated with the physical input channel containing its header are checked. The following cases may occur:
1. If one or more DT flags are not set, it means that, although the requested channels are busy, some messages advanced across them during the last u2 clock cycles. Thus, no deadlocked configuration exists yet. Hence, the message should wait until an output channel becomes free. 2. If all the DT flags are set (DT ¼ 1) and the flag GP ¼ G, it means that the threshold u2 has been exceeded. Hence, no message advanced across the requested output channels during the last u2 clock cycles. Because the GP flag is set to G, that message is the first of a branch in the tree of possibly deadlocked messages. Therefore, the message is marked as deadlocked in order to activate the deadlock recovery mechanism. 3. If all the DT flags are set (DT ¼ 1) and the flag GP ¼ P , it also means that the current message is presumed to be involved in a deadlocked configuration, but it is not the first message in a branch. Therefore, it is not marked as deadlocked. It must wait until the deadlock is broken (i.e., recovered) because some input channel of another router will have its GP flag set to G. It should be noted that, when several virtual channels per physical channel are used, I and DT flags will be set only when all the virtual channels within the corresponding physical channel are occupied by blocked messages. Thresholds have to measured starting from the last flit transmission, independently of the virtual channel used for the transmission. Remember that true fully adaptive routing (TFAR) is used. On the other hand, the GP flag will be set to G only when the header flit of a message has been unsuccessfully routed, all the virtual channels within the physical input channel containing its header are busy and the I flags of all the requested physical channels are set. In the remaining cases, the GP flag will be set to P .
When any of the messages that were occupying the virtual channels of a physical input channel with the GP flag set to G is successfully routed, the corresponding GP flag should be reset to P , because the last message that arrived at the physical channel is no longer waiting on the root of the tree. The same happens when any of those virtual channels is freed.
Finally, in order to deal with the situations presented in Figs. 3 and 4, when an I flag is reset because one of the messages that occupy its associated output channel advances, the GP flags of those channels containing messages waiting for that output channel should be set to G. Notice that this also solves the case where several virtual channels (say v) are used, all of them but one are busy and the one that is free is used by the root message, which is advancing at a rate of one flit every v clock cycles. If threshold u1 is set to a very low value (for instance, one clock cycle), the message that blocks behind the root one incorrectly sets the GP flag of the channel it occupies to P . The solution is to impose a lower bound to u1 or relying on the trick described above.
A simple implementation of this mechanism consists of changing all the P flags in a router to G when any I flag is reset. However, this solution leads to an increase in the number of false deadlocks detected with respect to a more selective change.
The threshold value u2 plays an important role in the detection mechanism. Thus, it must be properly tuned. To be marked as deadlocked, a message must exceed threshold u2 (DT ¼ 1) and be the first message in one of the branches of the tree of blocked messages (GP ¼ G). Remember that the second condition means that some messages were advancing across the requested channels when the message arrived at the current router. If this situation changes and all those messages block, threshold u2 is reached and a deadlock is detected at once. As threshold u2 measures the time relative to the last flit transmission, the consequence is that threshold u2 should not depend on message length and destination distribution. We will show this behavior in Section 6.
THEORETICAL ASPECTS FOR THE FC3D MECHANISM
In this section, we present a formal proof of the correct operation of the FC3D mechanism, showing that it is able to detect all true deadlocks that may occur in the network. First, several assumptions are presented. Afterward, some definitions are given. Finally, some theorems will demonstrate that the FC3D mechanism can detect all true deadlocks.
Assumptions

1.
The interconnection network consists of a set of routers interconnected by point-to-point channels.
Both direct and indirect networks with either regular or irregular topology are allowed. 2. Wormhole switching is used. 3. A router is composed of a routing control unit, an internal switch, and different physical input and output channels. Physical channels are full-duplex. 4. A physical channel may support several virtual channels in each direction. Each virtual channel is implemented with a separate buffer, physically divided into two parts, each one associated with one of the routers that the physical channel links. 5. The path taken by a message depends on its destination and the status of virtual output channels (free or busy). At a given router, an adaptive routing function supplies a set of output channels. A selection from this set is made based on the status of output channels at the current router. This selection is performed in such a way that a free channel (if any) is supplied. If all the output channels are busy, the message header will be routed again until it is able to reserve a channel, thus getting the first channel that becomes free. 6. True Fully Adaptive Routing (TFAR) with minimal paths is used as routing function. This means that, for each router, any of the virtual channels of the physical channels that forward the message closer to its destination can be used without restrictions. This implies that all the virtual channels in each physical channel are used exactly in the same way. It also implies that a message cannot block waiting for a channel occupied by itself. 7. All the routers operate at approximately the same clock frequency. 8. Each router can generate messages at any time, with different lengths and destined to any other router of the network. 9. When a message arrives at its destination, it is consumed in a finite time. 10. Atomic channel allocation is assumed. Thus, a buffer cannot contain flits belonging to different messages. Thus, when a message is blocked, its header flit will always occupy the head of a buffer.
Definitions
Definition 1. An interconnection network IN is a strongly connected directed graph I ¼ GðN; CÞ. The vertices of the graph N represent the set of routers or switches. The arcs of the graph C represent the set of unidirectional physical communication channels. Note that, although physical channels are full-duplex, they are considered as two independent unidirectional channels.
Definition 2. Time t is measured in clock cycles t 2 Z, where Z is the set of natural numbers.
Definition 3. Any physical channel c i 2 C can be split into different virtual channels c ij , j ¼ f1 . . . V g, where V is the maximum number of virtual channels that a physical channel can support. Let C 0 be the set of virtual channels in the network.
Definition 4. Let F be the set of valid virtual channel status, F ¼ ffree; busyg.
Definition 5. An adaptive routing function R : N Â N ! PðC 0 Þ, where PðC 0 Þ is the power set of C 0 , supplies a set of alternative virtual output channels to send a message from the current router n c to the destination router n d , Rðn c ; n d Þ = fc 11 . . . c 1V , c 21 . . . c 2V ; . . . , c p1 . . . c pV ; g. In particular, p should be lower than or equal to the total number of physical output channels in the router.
Definition 7.
A configuration is an assignment of a set of flits to each buffer. According to assumption 10, all the flits in any queue belong to the same message. A configuration is legal iff, for each virtual channel, the buffer capacity is not exceeded and all the flits stored in the buffer (if any) can reach the virtual channel from the previous router using the routing function.
Definition 8.
A deadlocked configuration for a given interconnection network IN and a routing function R is a nonempty legal configuration verifying the following conditions:
1. There is no message whose header flit has already arrived at its destination. 2. Header flits cannot advance because the buffers for all the alternative output channels supplied by the routing function are not empty. 3. Data and tail flits cannot advance because the next channel reserved by their message header has a full queue. Any deadlocked configuration for a given interconnection network IN and a routing function R requires a cycle involving several routers. Within this cycle, messages will be waiting for resources kept by other messages in the cycle. Thus, they will be waiting in a cyclic way without any possibility of advancing.
Definition 9.
A tree of blocked messages is a configuration such that there is one message (referred to as the root) that can advance through the network while holding resources requested by other blocked messages. Blocked messages cannot advance and are requesting resources held by either the root or other blocked messages in the tree.
Definition 10. A counter CNT : C Â Z ! Z, indicates, for a given physical output channel c i 2 C and clock cycle t 2 Z, the number of clock cycles elapsed since the last flit transmission through this channel until t. This counter is reset each time a flit is transmitted through the physical channel, and it is incremented every clock cycle if there is at least one busy virtual channel in the physical channel and there is not flit transmission during that cycle.
Definition 11. An Inactivity flag I : C Â Z ! f0; 1g associated with a physical output channel c i 2 C indicates, for a given clock cycle t 2 Z, if the value held at counter CNT in this cycle exceeds a given threshold u1.
Definition 12.
A Deadlock Threshold flag DT : C Â Z ! f0; 1g associated with a physical output channel c i 2 C indicates, for a given clock cycle t 2 Z, if the value held at counter CNT in this cycle exceeds a given threshold u2.
Definition 13. A Generation/Propagation flag GP : C ! fG; P g associated with a physical input channel c i 2 C indicates that some of the messages occupying one of the corresponding virtual input channels may be waiting for some channels owned by a root message.
After the setting up of the network, all GP flags will be initialized to P .
A GP flag is set each time a new header flit arrives at one of the virtual channels within the physical channel and is routed by the first time. Depending on the routing and selection functions and the status of the virtual input channels, GP will be set to a different value. In particular, GP ¼ G (indicating that it is possible that the message is waiting for a virtual channel owned by a root) only if the header flit is unsuccessfully routed, all the virtual input channels in the corresponding physical input channel are busy, and the inactivity bit I of some of the physical output channels containing virtual channels supplied by R are not set (I ¼ 0). For the rest of conditions, GP ¼ P .
The GP flag of a physical channel is also set to P when a message occupying one of its virtual input channels is successfully routed or frees the virtual channel it owned.
The GP flag of a physical channel c i is also set to G when a message advances through any of the output channels requested by any of the message headers blocked in any of the virtual channels of c i .
Definition 14.
A message is detected as being deadlocked if its header flit has been unsuccessfully routed (once or more times), all the requested physical output channels have their DT flags set, and the GP flag associated with the physical input channel on which its header flit is stored is set to G.
Theorems
Theorem 1. When an interconnection network without virtual channel multiplexing reaches a deadlocked configuration, at least one of the physical channels occupied by a message involved in the deadlocked configuration will have its GP flag set to G.
Proof. There exist three possible cases:
1. When a message becomes a part of a tree of blocked messages (including the root of the tree), it will continue belonging to that tree until a deadlock is reached. In this case, we are going to show that, when a deadlocked configuration is formed, the channel containing the header of the message in this configuration whose header flit first blocked will have its GP flag set to G.
Let m 1 ; m 2 ; . . . ; m n be the messages in the deadlocked configuration and let t 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t n be the times when their corresponding headers blocked. Without loss of generality, let us assume that t 1 t 2 Á Á Á t n . In this case, when m 1 is blocked after an unsuccessful routing operation, it was requesting one or more channels occupied by messages that were not blocked. Otherwise, their blocking times would be lower than t 1 . Let m i ; i 2 ½2; n be one of the messages occupying a channel requested by m 1 . As m i was not blocked in t 1 , the I flag for the channel requested by m 1 was not set when m 1 was routed (see Definition 11) . Therefore, taking into account Definition 13, the GP flag for the channel containing the header of m 1 was set to G when m 1 blocked. 2. A message that was a part of a tree of blocked messages may later leave the tree before a deadlock is reached. In this case, as blocked messages cannot advance, there are two possible scenarios:
a. The root of the tree of blocked messages m r releases the resources it occupied and a new message m new that was not in the tree of blocked messages reserves those resources, keeping the rest of the tree of blocked messages unaltered. Let m 1 be a blocked message waiting for a channel c i occupied by m r . Such a message should exist. Otherwise, either m r was not the root of a tree of blocked messages or such a tree was empty. As indicated in Definition 13, when a message is successfully routed and reserves a given output channel c i , the GP flag of all the channels containing a message header that is waiting for c i must be set to G. Therefore, when m new reserves channel c i , the GP flag of the channel containing the header of m 1 will be set to G. b. The root of the tree of blocked messages m r releases the resources it occupied and a message m i that was blocked waiting for one of those resources makes some forward progress, keeping the rest of the tree of blocked messages unaltered. If m i was the only blocked message in the tree of blocked messages, no deadlock configuration is forming. This case has no interest for the purpose of proving this theorem. So, let us assume that there exist more blocked messages in the tree of blocked messages and that at least one of them is waiting for a channel occupied by m i . Let m j be a blocked message waiting for a channel c i occupied by m i . As indicated in Definition 13, when a message advances through a given output channel c i , the GP flag of all the channels containing a message header that is waiting for c i must be set to G. Therefore, when m i advances through channel c i , the GP flag of the channel containing the header of m j will be set to G. 3. A deadlock is reached and, after detecting a deadlock, the recovery mechanism removes one or more messages from the deadlocked configuration. In this case, there are three possible scenarios:
a. No new deadlock forms. This case has no interest for the purpose of proving this theorem. b. A new message that was not in the deadlocked configuration reserves the resources released by the removed message(s), keeping the rest of the tree of blocked messages unaltered. This case is identical to case 2a) with respect to the setting for the GP flag. c. A message that was in the deadlocked configuration makes some forward progress, keeping the rest of the tree of blocked messages (or part of it) unaltered. This case is identical to case 2b with respect to the setting for the GP flag. After considering all the cases, we can see that either no deadlocked configuration forms or the GP flag of a channel containing the header of a blocked message is set to G, which proves the theorem. t u Theorem 2. When an interconnection network with virtual channel multiplexing reaches a deadlocked configuration, at least one of the physical channels occupied by a message involved in the deadlocked configuration will have its GP flag set to G.
Proof. The proof is identical to the one for Theorem 1, except that:
1. In case 1, although m i was not blocked in t 1 , it is not possible to guarantee that the I flag for the channel requested by m 1 was not set when m 1 was routed. The reason is that virtual channel multiplexing allows several messages to share the channel bandwidth. Therefore, the existence of severe congestion downstream may drastically reduce the frequency at which a given channel is able to forward flits. As a consequence, the u 1 threshold may be reached and the I flag may be set for the channel c j requested by m 1 even if m i is not blocked. As a consequence, the GP flag for the channel containing the header of m 1 may be set to P when m 1 is routed and blocks. However, as m i is not blocked, it will forward flits through channel c j sooner or later. At that time, taking into account Definition 13, the GP flag of all the channels containing a message header that is waiting for c j must be set to G. 2. The I and GP flags are only set when all the virtual channels in the corresponding physical channel are occupied by messages. This is not a problem because it is not possible to reach a deadlocked configuration unless, for every physical channel storing deadlocked messages, all of its virtual channels are occupied by messages. t u Theorem 3. The FC3D deadlock detection mechanism detects all true deadlocks in an interconnection network with True Fully Adaptive Routing (TFAR).
Proof. According to Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, depending on whether virtual channel multiplexing is used, when a deadlocked configuration is reached there is at least one physical channel c g with its GP flag set to G. Let m g be a message in such deadlocked configuration whose header is stored in channel c g , and let fc 1 . . . c p g be the physical channels containing the virtual channels returned by the routing function R to route m g . These channels are busy and are occupied by blocked messages, otherwise there is no deadlock. Assume that the last flit transmission that took place through any of these physical channels occurred in clock cycle t. After u2 clock cycles, at clock cycle t þ u2, taking into account Definition 12, the DT flags associated with all the channels in fc 1 . . . c p g will be set. When the routing control unit tries to route message m g , at clock cycle t 0 > t þ u2, it will find that all the channels returned by R are busy. As the DT flags for all of the channels in fc 1 . . . c p g are set and the GP flag associated with channel c g is set to G, according to Definition 14, a deadlock will be detected. t u
EVALUATION OF THE FC3D MECHANISM
The evaluation methodology used is based on the one proposed in [13] . We will measure the percentage of detected deadlocks using the FC3D mechanism, comparing it with the results obtained using a previously proposed mechanism. In particular, we will use a crude time-out mechanism (which will be referred to as Time-out) that checks the elapsed time since the message header arrived at the current router, detecting a deadlock if this value exceeds a threshold. The percentage of detected deadlocks is measured as the ratio between the number of messages detected as deadlocked and the total number of transmitted messages. We will also show some results about the impact of the new deadlock detection mechanism on network performance. As performance metrics, we have used the network latency (time required to transmit a message) and the throughput (maximum traffic accepted by the network). Accepted traffic is the flit reception rate. Latency is measured in clock cycles, and accepted traffic in flits per router per cycle. In [13] , we evaluated the behavior of the FC3D mechanism on regular networks. Indeed, we combined the FC3D detection mechanism with a software-based recovery technique [15] . To complete the analysis, in this paper, we evaluate the FC3D mechanism on irregular networks, also using another recovery technique (Disha).
Network Model
We use an irregular network composed of a set of switches and hosts, all of them interconnected by links. We have randomly generated several topologies taking into account only three restrictions. First, we assume that there are exactly four hosts connected to each switch. Second, all the switches in the network have the same size. We assume that each switch has eight ports. So, there are four ports available to connect to other switches. Finally, two neighboring switches are connected by a single link. These assumptions are quite realistic and have already been considered in other evaluation studies [21] .
The deadlock detection mechanism is the FC3D proposed in this paper. The threshold u1 is set to one clock cycle while the threshold u2 will be tuned through the experimental results. When a deadlock is detected by the mechanism, the recovery procedure is invoked. For deadlock recovery, Disha [1] , [2] is used. In Disha, when a packet is detected as deadlocked, it is forwarded to a special central buffer or "Deadlock Buffer." Then, resources (network links) are temporarily deallocated from normal packets and assigned to the deadlocked packet so that it can reach its destination. Deadlocked packets advance through the network using up*/down* routing [18] . Once the deadlocked packet is delivered, resources are reallocated again to the preempted packets. The set of deadlock buffers form what is collectively a deadlock-free recovery lane shared by all the physical channels of the switch. The mechanism that makes the recovery lane deadlock-free is specific to how recovery resources are allocated to deadlocked packets. Implementation can be based on restricted access (Disha Sequential [1] ) or structured access (Disha Concurrent [2] ) to the deadlock buffers. In this paper, we use the scheme proposed in [22] , which is an implementation of Disha Concurrent for clusters of workstations. This implementation needs the use of two central buffers for up*/down* routing, one for messages traveling in the "up" direction and another one for messages traveling in the "down" direction (see Fig. 7 ).
Fly time across the links has been assumed to be equal to four clock cycles. Transmission of data across channels is pipelined [19] . Hence, a new flit can be injected into the physical channel every cycle and there can be a maximum of four flits on the link at a given time. A hardware "stop and go" flow control protocol [6] , conveniently extended to support Disha [22] , is used in order to prevent packet losses. We assume that the switch needs one clock cycle to decode the control flits. The "stop" mark has been set at nine flits below the buffer size and the "go" mark nine flits below the "stop" mark. Input buffers are 27 flits deep. Output buffer size has been set to four flits. Disha deadlock buffers have the same size as input buffers.
Each switch has a routing control unit that selects the output channel for a message as a function of its destination router, the input channel, and the output channel status. True fully adaptive routing with two virtual channels per physical channel [16] , [15] is used. used. The routing control unit can only process one message header at a time. It is assigned to waiting messages in a demand-slotted round-robin fashion. A crossbar inside the switch allows multiple messages to traverse it simultaneously without interference. We have assumed that it takes one clock cycle to access the routing table and one clock cycle to transmit one flit across the internal crossbar.
Message traffic and message length depend on the applications. For each simulation run, we considered that message generation rate is constant and the same for all the routers. Additionally, we have considered two different message destination distributions: uniform and bit-reversal. In both cases, the workstation inside the destination switch is randomly computed.
For message length, trying to consider the different requirements of real applications, 16-flit, 64-flit, and 256-flit messages were considered. For network size, we have evaluated 16, 32, and 64-switch networks (64, 128, and 256 workstations, respectively).
The simulations were run for a number of cycles high enough to obtain a stable measured traffic level (when accepted traffic reaches offered traffic or, when the network is entering saturation, after 100,000 messages have been delivered).
Evaluation Results
First, we will show the performance evaluation results obtained for a 32-switch network, and a uniform distribution of message destinations. Figs. 8c, 9c, 10c , and 11c compares the results achieved by both deadlock detection schemes using the threshold values that lead to the best results on each mechanism. To ease comparison, the same latency scale is used in all the plots of a given figure. On the other hand, Figs. 12 and 13 show the percentage of deadlocks detected by the time-out and FC3D mechanisms, respectively. In this case, different scales are used in the percentage of deadlocks axis in order to better highlight the different behavior of the mechanisms for different message lengths. However, for a given message length, the same scale is used for Time-out and FC3D.
As can be seen, the time-out deadlock detection mechanism requires very high threshold values to work fine. Otherwise, network performance is penalized. This is due to the fact that low threshold values lead to a high rate of (false) deadlock detection, which saturates the bandwidth available in the recovery mechanism (in this case, Disha deadlock buffers). Fig. 12 confirms this behavior. However, note that very high threshold values do not work well because some true deadlocks are forming in the network and their resolution is excessively delayed. As a consequence, message blocking increases, latency increases, and throughput is reduced, leading to a strong performance degradation (see Fig. 8a ). On the contrary, the FC3D mechanism allows the use of lower threshold values. Indeed, note that medium and high threshold values do not help at all because true deadlock detection and resolution is delayed. However, by using the appropriate threshold value in FC3D, performance degradation is completely removed (see Fig. 8b ). It should be noted that Time-out and FC3D threshold values are not comparable, as they do not represent the same thing. In the first case, it is the elapsed time since a message header is blocked. In the second case, it is the elapsed time since flits stop advancing through physical channels. Most important, the threshold value required by the time-out mechanism is highly dependent on message length. As shown in Figs. 9c, 10c , and 11c, the optimal threshold value increases linearly with message length. Although in the FC3D mechanism there is some increase of the optimal threshold value with message length, the correlation is much lower, allowing the use of a single threshold (128 clock cycles) that works reasonably well in all the analyzed cases.
On the other hand, the FC3D mechanism improves network throughput by up to 10 percent over time-out. This is due to the ability of the FC3D mechanism to reduce (false) deadlock detection rate. As Figs. 12 and 13 show, the FC3D mechanism strongly reduces the number of detected deadlocks with respect to Time-out. On average, this reduction is about two orders of magnitude. This reduction avoids the needless use of the limited bandwidth supplied by the recovery scheme (in this case, the Disha deadlock buffers). As a consequence, overall performance is increased.
Figs. 14, 15, 16, and 17 show the percentage of deadlocks detected by the Time-out and FC3D mechanisms for smaller (Figs. 14 and 15 for 16-switch networks) and larger networks (Figs. 16 and 17 for 64-switch networks), for the uniform distribution of message destinations and several message lengths. The plotted results confirm the behavior observed with the 32-switch network. The percentage of detected deadlocks is strongly reduced when using the FC3D detection mechanism. This suggests that the time-out mechanism is detecting a high number of false deadlocks. On the other hand, unlike Time-out that requires a threshold that increases with message length (from 128 to 1,024 clock cycles for 16-switch networks, and from 128 to 2,048 clock cycles for 64-switch networks), the FC3D mechanism can use a single threshold that fits all the cases (64 or 128 cycles for 16-switch networks, and 256 cycles for 64-switch networks).
Finally, Figs. 18 and 19 show the percentage of deadlocks detected by the time-out and FC3D mechanisms, respectively, for the bit-reversal traffic pattern in a 32-switch network. The results are qualitatively the same found with the uniform distribution of message destinations. Indeed, the same threshold used for the uniform distribution of messages destinations (128 cycles) works fine with this traffic pattern.
To sum up, we can see the better performance of the FC3D mechanism with respect to time-out, not only in terms of the percentage of detected deadlocks, but also in network performance. The percentage of detected deadlocks is strongly decreased when using the FC3D deadlock detection mechanism because false deadlock detection is reduced. On the other hand, FC3D both reduces network latency and increases network throughput. Moreover, we confirm the strong dependence of threshold value with message length for the time-out detection mechanism, which is not the case for FC3D. The possibility of using a single threshold that works reasonably well in almost all the cases is a key feature that effectively enables the use of deadlock recovery schemes on actual networks, where the load is not known in advance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel deadlock detection mechanism (FC3D) that uses only local information to detect all true deadlocks while considerably reducing the probability of detecting false deadlocks with respect to previously proposed techniques. The mechanism is based on the use of the flow control information available at each router. In particular, a message is presumed to be involved in a deadlock if all the channels provided by the routing function are busy, no flits are being transmitted, and an additional condition is met. In particular, when a deadlocked configuration is reached, the mechanism tries to mark as deadlocked as few messages as possible in each cycle of blocked messages, significantly reducing recovery overheads. This has been done by using flow control information and a few counters and flags to guess whether a message is the first one that blocked in a deadlocked configuration, and labeling only that message as being deadlocked. We have formally proved that the proposed detection mechanism is able to detect all deadlocks in interconnection networks that use true fully adaptive routing with any number of virtual channels per physical channel.
Although the mechanism uses two thresholds, only one of them has to be empirically tuned. Once the threshold has been tuned, this detection mechanism works correctly, regardless of message length and message destination distribution. Moreover, the FC3D mechanism is able to reduce deadlock detection rates by two orders of magnitude with respect to traditional approaches based on the use of crude time-outs, thus making the use of progressive deadlock recovery techniques viable, despite the low recovery bandwidth provided by those techniques.
As far as we know, this is the first distributed deadlock detection mechanism proposed in the literature that uses only local information and is relatively insensitive to message distribution and message length. As mentioned above, this detection mechanism is the key to making deadlock recovery feasible in practice, therefore benefiting from the higher performance of deadlock recovery-based routing. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer.org/publications/dlib.
